
Adults, read this before you start.

Yes or No questions:
Dear Adults, We play this game in class with groups of children, so please join in
with your child. It will make it more interesting and you can show your child how to
sound out the words they find difficult to read. There are lots of questions to choose
from, so we suggest that you read one set at a time. When you have read all the
questions provided, why not write your own ‘Yes’ / ‘No’ questions. Have fun!

*Take two pieces of paper, it could be the back of an old envelope and
write the word ‘Yes’ on one and ‘No’ on the other.

*Ask your child to cut out each sentence and carefully shuffle them.

*Pick up one sentence at a time and encourage your child to look for
those pesky digraphs and trigraphs. It helps if they add their sound
buttons underneath each word.

*Ask your child to have a go at reading the question by themselves first,
but be ready to help them if they get stuck

*They will need to decide whether the answer to the question is ‘Yes’ or
‘No’. We usually talk about the question to help them.

* Place the sentence next to the ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ word and repeat until all
the sentences have been read.



Is the sun wet?

Can men jog to get fit?

Can wax get hot? 

Has a pot of jam got a lid?

Has a fox got six legs? 

Can a taxi hop?

Can a vet fix a jet?

Can a van go up a hill?

Will a pen fit in a box? 

Has a cat got a web?

Yes/No questions Set 1



Can a duck quack? 

Can a rabbit yell at a man?

Is a zebra a pet? 

Can a hen peck?

Can dogs yap? 

Is a lemon red?

Can a fox get wet? 

Is a robin as big as a jet?

Will a box fit in a van? 

Can a web buzz?

Yes/No set 2



Is rain wet? 

Will all shops sell nails? 

Can a boat sail? 

Can a chicken sit on a chair? 

Is all hair fair? 

Can a coach zoom into the air? 

Is the moon far off? 

Are the teeth of sharks sharp? 

Are fish and chips food? 

Are fingers as long as arms? 

Is it dark at night? 

Yes/No set 3



Yes/No set 4

Can a coat hang on a hook? 

Is a thick book thin? 

Can a hammer chop wood?

Can we get wool from sheep?

Will a ship sail on a road?

Will six cows fit in a car? 

Can ducks see fish in rivers? 

Can coins sing a song? 

Can you hear bees buzzing now?


